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Abstract: Faculty and staff being in the vicinity of an institution of learning at all times, that serves as their workstation, is the major concern this
research efficiently addressed. Close scrutiny on the process of how the mentioned employees of the university – the Isabela State University, Roxas
Campus, had been conducted, for an assessment unto the extent of attendance monitoring, of each member of staff of the institution. The burden of
work on checking the presence of an individual serving in an organization is considered tedious, and that the utilization of Biometric Finger Track System
(BFTS), had been imposed to the University for an effective and stress-free monitoring of attendance of each employee. The then used of punch cards
to enter time-ins and time-outs that led to somebody do the punching of co-employee card, had been eradicated because of the presence of the system.
Representation of employees in doing said entering of time entries had been resolved. Not only issue on attendance which the system did addressed,
also, computation and determination of salaries of contract of service (COS) and job order (JO) personnel had been easily identified by the finance office
and that, delays of giving salaries has been lessen and the introduction and usage of the system was fully acknowledged by the accounting office for
their immediate reference on time ins and outs of each employee.
Index Terms: Attendance Monitoring, Biometric Finger Track System, Daily Time Record, Proof of Identity, Punch Card
——————————  ——————————

1.

INTRODUCTION

According to the study of Kaushal and Kaushal 2011, on
―Human Identification and Fingerprints: A Review‖, the used of
finger print to prove identity even during the ancient times had
advance its application, and affirmed to be an effective aid for
personal transaction and as systematic proof to court of law
worldwide. This has been known during the early period at
Babylonia, and was used to professional dealings as primary
technology on security purposes. For centuries in fact,
happened crimes was successfully investigated and
vindicated, because of the used of fingerprint, and this only
shows that it really contributed much to solving crimes.
Characteristics of fingerprint descriptions skimmed into a
BFTS can be influenced by various aspects. Citing some of it,
the degree of weight of the tip of the finger when system is
pressed, the period of skimming, the existence of some
scratches or extra malformations including skin desiccation, all
considered to be a contributing cause. Hence, anything
noticeable features that is present on the tip of the finger, it
may be scratches, roughness of skin and wounded skin,
collectively recognized as intricacies remained necessary that
can be used as basis to prove identity. Either of two purposes
which are fundamentally used through a biometric system is
on proof of identity [1] and or authentication [2]. Proof of
identity defined as finding or searching for a same
characteristic amongst the inquiry biometric sample and any
that has already been stored in a databank [3]. Findings of
Fahad Al-harby, et.al stated that, one of the greatest
interesting logical developments of modern account and looks
usual to change the way in which majority of individuals live is
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on biometric verification. Faculty and staff of the university
during the past years were very lax in their recording of their
entry and exit times. Actual scenarios when it comes to
keeping their time ins and outs may be done by their coemployees, because possibility of requesting someone to
punch their daily time record cards, can be done by merely
proxying them by their colleagues. This leads to the none
assurance of the presence of each one in their respective
workplace – classrooms for the faculty and offices for the nonteaching staff in this case. Another case was, entered times of
arrival and exit in the DTR forms that needs to be submitted at
the office of the human resource officer who’s in-charge of
keeping the mentioned forms, may not be the correct one for
they may write not the exact time they should have wrote.
Computation of salary is not also easy to perform for there’s a
need to count under times and absences by the finance
personnel specifically the office of the accountant. The many
circumstances cited, led the pool of faculty in the Institute of
Information and Communication Technology (IICT) of the
campus, to develop and design a system that would result to
an efficient, reliable, secured and accurate way of keeping and
monitoring of the daily time records of all the employees
serving in the university. The then manual way by means of
using punch cards pave way to the conceptualization of this
study.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Fingerprint System
Verifying identity using the fingerprint of each personnel
including their time and attendance, are the primary goal of
this study. Proving on the efficiency of the system, has been
conducted, by assessing the effectiveness of the system
utilized, by the university relative to the checking of who is and
is not around during office hours. Thorough evaluation while
using the system had been administered, and faculty and staff
were asked questions on its efficacy relative to their time
management, check-ins and check-outs, and their
convenience in accessing/using the system. In addition, how
friendly is for them to use the system and; how much they
would like the system to continuously be implemented. The
determination and identification of the system’s security has
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also been evaluated specially on the non-possibility of editing
entry and exit time. Finally, immediate and easy computation
of salary of COS and JO has been included in the total
evaluation of the systems worth.
2.2 Project Illustrations

Fig 1 System Used by the
University

Fig 2. Log In Window

Fig 3. Reports of Attendance
Database

Fig 4. Daily Time Record

Images shown below served as depictions of the evaluated
developed system as to its effectiveness which was
implemented by the university to monitor the employees’ time
ins and outs. Also, to function as reference of the accounting
office to compute salaries of employees specifically contract of
service personnel of the organization. Each picture denotes
the different windows designed intended to showcase the
different features of the developed system that was studied.
Captions were revealed below each images to give
orientation/idea to individuals who may be curious of the
structures of the system and to fully grasp its application
relative to the operation of the university specifically on
attendance monitoring to give support to the organizations
flow of transaction on the presence of each staff in the vicinity
of the campus premises. Faculty inside the classroom as per
stated in instruction schedule and staff in their offices.

3 RESULT AND ANALYSIS
Initial process on the usage of the system was the registration
of each personnel. The thumb and the pointing finger of the
right hand were the parts among the five fingers were used for
each to be registered in the system. Reason of doing so was,
if there will be an instance that one registered finger will not be
recognized by the system, the other may be used. Assurance
of the system’s function on the security of one’s data – time
entry and exit, has been efficiently evaluated by way of
properly identification of fingerprint through the system.
Problem on its usage may only be its sensual feature,
meaning, it is very sensitive. Whenever a foreign part of the
skin not sense during the registration it would result to nonrecognition of an individual’s identity. Foreign part may include
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presence of bruise, wounds and scratches of the skin. If an
instance wherein an employee would use to time-in his or her
colleague, a dialogue box will pop-up and would produce the
sound ―please try again‖. These features of the system attest
it’s secured and accurate when decided to be implemented.
Content analysis as method of interpreting the collected
responses from the respondents during interview and
observation was used. Through thorough discourse analysis,
the implementation of the system has been found out to be of
great help to the university. According to the reactions of each
who responded in the questioning of the study, no one can
already enter time in behalf of others which resulted to the
presence of each staff in their respective workplace. Noncheating of entries in the daily time record submitted to the
records officer has totally removed. Punctuality in entering the
vicinity of the campus specially attending to instruction related
work of faculty were also considered one of its significant
effect. Gone are the traits of faculty to leave their students
during class time. Manual entry of time ins and outs by writing
in a daily time record resulting to an additional burden to a
staff has been addressed using the system. Production of
reliable and accurate print outs when needed a copy to be
submitted to the office of the human resource officer through
the clerk who is in-charge of keeping the forms was smoothly
and orderly facilitated. Findings on the utilization of the system
discussed above, depicts its great contribution on the
operation of the university to be more smooth. The system has
made the personnel identity checking process faster and
transparent. It has also made personnel more prompt and
increased security data entries level. Having the many
advantages, the system without the presence of electricity
won’t run and function.

4

CONCLUSION

Authentic identification of an individual’s being will be done
using his/her fingerprint. This is considered to be a unique
feature anybody can possess. It has been reaffirmed by many
studies and actual solving of crimes, because it has been use
in investigations on many cases. Using these affirmations
then, the implementation of BFTS in the university, specifically
the ISU-Roxas which is only one (1) satellite campus of the
university having eleven (11) campuses to include the
extension campuses at Santiago City and Palanan, Isabela,
evaluation on the effectiveness of the system on keeping,
recording and monitoring of attendance of faculty and staff
found to be effective. Above all, it was validated on its
production of accurate, efficient, reliable and secured data
which was the time entries on arrival and exit of all employees
every day. To add, the system addressed issues on the bulk
work on writing employees time of entry and exit, also the nonsubstitution of punching its own cards and job order, contract
of service teaching personnel computation of their salaries
based on their served time, had already been resolved which
most likely the accounting office find it very hard to calculate.
The conduct of the study on the extent of effectiveness of the
developed system to function as attendance monitoring of all
employees of the university may consider as successful one.
Above findings justifies the many issues concerning ins and
outs of employees in their workplace was evaluated.
Summing-up all responses, the desire of each faculty to the
continuous implementation of the system was observed. And
that, this made the researcher endorses and encourages the
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administration for a continuous utilization of the system and a
possible upgrading if there’s a need to, because of the growing
and increasing population of the university’s workforce.
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